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Executive Summary
Domestically, the Russia Empire was not governed by the rule of law. Yet from 1870
down through 1917, it was precisely the Russian government that championed the cause that all
states, including the Russian Empire, be brought under an emerging system of codified
international law—specifically, a codified set of the rules and customs of land warfare. This
working paper examines why the Russian government initiated this project in the period from
1872 to 1874, culminating in the 1874 Brussels Conference. The paper then analyzes the effect
of this project to codify the “laws of war” on how Russia conducted the 1877-1878 RussoTurkish War. This paper, like the larger study, studies the elaboration of norms of conduct and
measures the attempt to implement them in practice.
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Introduction
Among the Great Powers of Europe in the nineteenth century, one—Imperial Russia—
denied the very principal of a law-based state. The Fundamental Laws of the Russian Empire,
codified in 1832 and in force down to 1906, held quite unambiguously that “the All-Russian
emperor is an autocratic and unlimited Monarch.” Yet from 1870 down through 1917, it was
precisely the Russian government—notoriously not governed by law at home—that championed
the cause that all states, including the Russian Empire, be brought under an emerging system of
codified international law. This project seeks to address this paradox. It is composed of two
distinct areas of analysis. First, I examine how international law emerged as a discipline in
Imperial Russia and came to flourish there. The second vector seeks to measure the extent to
which these normative principles were embodied in actual policy. I attempt to measure this by
analyzing the extent to which international law informed Russian occupation policies. Here I
discuss the first stages of Russia’s commitment to codifying the laws and customs of war, and
provide an overview of how this commitment informed Russia’s conduct during the RussoTurkish War of 1877-78.

I. International Law as a Discipline
International law as such, rather than custom or purely bilateral agreements between
states, took form and became codified only in the nineteenth century.1 It emerged from a series
of conferences and agreements over the latter half of the nineteenth century: the 1864 Geneva
Convention; the 1868 Petersburg Declaration, banning explosive bullets; the 1874 Brussels
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Conference on Proposed Rules for Military Warfare, and the conference’s resulting declaration
on the laws and customs of war; the Institute of International Law’s Manual of Laws of Land
Warfare, issued in 1880; the Hague Conference of 1899, producing the Laws of Land Warfare
(1901) and the Second Hague Conference of 1907.
International law—and specifically law of war—did not mean the end of war. Many
specialists in international law believed war was natural and inevitable. Rather, it sought to
define and codify it so that its conduct avoided gratuitous violence. But whatever their views on
war itself, nearly all legal thinkers agreed that if international law posited an abstract ideal too far
in advance of actual practice, it would be a dead letter. Their concern was to make international
law applicable. Thus, it had to accommodate itself to existing codes of conduct. Law of war,
then, was not intended to do away with war, but to regulate it. After all, international law in the
nineteenth century meant essentially law between states—and the defining attribute of state
sovereignty was precisely the right to go to war.2
In this period, the Russian Empire played a preeminent—indeed, precocious—
role in the codification and extension of international law. Russia convened the 1868 Petersburg
Convention, chaired by Russia’s reformist War Minister, Dmitrii Miliutin. This Petersburg
Declaration formally confirmed that while states had the right to wage war, combatants should
seek to eliminate gratuitous violence (in this case, weapons designed expressly to cause
horrendous wounds.) The Russian government organized and convened the 1874 Brussels
Convention in order to produce a code of the laws and customs of war.
The 1874 Brussels Conference did not result in a ratified code, as its planners had hoped.
Differences between Germany, which demanded unconditional obedience from an occupied
population, and Belgium and Holland, which insisted on limitations for the occupying power but
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no obligations for the occupied population, proved impossible to resolve. Even after the
conference’s conclusion, and out of the public eye, Russia continued to press for the ratification
of a code of land warfare. Through summer 1877, the Russian government continued to lobby
for the convocation of another conference to finalize the draft code.3
Russia was also the power that convened the First Hague Conference in 1899 and the
Second, in 1907. When Russia issued invitations to the 1899 Hague Conference, its official
summons proposed the 1874 code as basis of discussion for an agreement on land warfare.
(Again at the 1899 Hague Conference, the articles on occupied territory were the major point of
dispute, largely between Germany, on the one hand and Belgium and Holland, on the other.
The “Martens’ declaration” was framed precisely to overcome this loggerheads.)4 The
Hague Convention essentially confirmed the earlier 1874 code. Finally, in April 1915, it was at
the Russian government’s initiative that the Allied Powers—Great Britain, France, and Russia—
issued a note to the Ottoman Empire on the Armenian Genocide, threatening individual
prosecution of state officials for “crimes against humanity”—the first such reference to “crimes
against humanity” attested in international relations.5 In all these cases the Russian government
did more than simply issue the invitations; it also defined the conference agenda and prepared
the draft materials for discussion.
This period, the latter third of the nineteenth century, saw an interesting shift in the
foundations for international law. International law had long been justified on grounds of
positive law or on that of natural law. Positive law, however, limited the range of international
law only to those spheres that fell under existing formal agreements; natural law, while broader,
was also notably vaguer and usually relied on invoking God’s role in establishing the natural
order. The latter third of the nineteenth century, the period when law of war as a set of
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normative prescriptions emerged, witnessed a shift away from justifying law solely on precedent
or on divine will. As Fedor Martens, Russia’s most influential and important thinker on
international law, held: “The advocates of natural law made it so abstract that it was useless to
statesmen; the positivists, on the other hand, turned theory into a handmaiden of practice.”
Martens instead championed the idea that “contemporary international law is the expression of
the cultural life and recognition of law by the peoples of civilized Europe.”
Thus law was not limited only to that which had been ratified by treaty or precedent. As
international law shifted from precedent or divine foundations, the circle of states that might
participate in the “community of civilized states” expanded beyond the Great Powers of Europe.
Martens’ definition of international law limited it to those peoples who met Martens’ standard of
“European civilization”; yet such standards conceivably could expand as other peoples embraced
such norms. International law, asserted Martens, was not limited only to Christian peoples.
“No,” he continued: international law “can be recognized and observed independent of a
country’s dominant religious convictions, so long as the relevant people or its ruling classes
share the views of the rational ends of human existence and the purpose of the state, views that
have been developed by the age-old culture of civilized European nations.” All laws, he
asserted, “have the same source—the idea of truth and justice, which are innate [prisushchaia] to
human nature.”6 (Such rhetoric had consequences: Russia’s conduct during the Boxer Rebellion
in 1900-1901 was predicated in part on the recognition that the laws of war should extend to
China—a view that notably differed from that of the German government.)7
These views were more than simply fig leaves to mask European hegemony. Martens, in
his important 1899 “Martens declaration,” which served as the preamble to the Hague
Convention’s agreement on laws of war, derives from these principles. Moreover, Martens’
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understanding of international law determined the Russian government’s commitment to observe
the precepts of international law in two cases with powers that other European states often
claimed did not fall under the category of “civilized nation”: Turkey in 1877-78 and China in
1900-1901.
In 1874, the Russian government had invited European states to discuss codifying the
laws and customs of land warfare. In convening the 1899 Hague Conference, the Russian
government extended invitations not only to European powers, but to independent “Eastern”
powers as well: Siam, Persia, China, and Japan. Russia’s primary delegate to the conference
judged one of the conference’s great successes to have been the impact of this gesture on these
states.8
Many Russian scholars at the time affirmed that there was “a specific tradition in Russian
politics” for pressing for the development of institutions of international law and adjudication.9
In the 1870s, Russian scholars such as Martens contrasted what they portrayed as Russia’s
principled conduct with that of Britain, which indeed opposed the codification of laws of war and
particularly for sea warfare. But from the 1880s Russian scholars of international law
increasingly came to contrast a Russian approach in international law with what they portrayed
as a more militaristic German approach. (Other non-Russian scholars as well have noted the
peculiarities of German treatments of international law, especially their emphasis on “military
necessity.”)
Russians argued that the German claim that military necessity took precedence over all
else in fact amounted to a denial of international law as a principle.10 Russian participants held
the German government’s hostility to the “cause of peace” responsible for difficulties with both
the First and Second Hague Conferences.11 For over thirty years Martens campaigned against
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the position that military necessity could abrogate the laws of war, a view increasingly identified
with Germany. In his study of the Brussels Conference, Martens invoked Carl von Clausewitz as
his authority that war did not represent an existential state in its own right, but necessarily
unfolded and had meaning only within political parameters.
Martens also criticized the tendency to draw on Charles Darwin for analogies of social
life. Darwin used the phrase “struggle for survival,” argued Martens, only “for convenience and
as a metaphor.” Martens’ understanding fully conformed to the standard Russian reception of
Darwin, which was quite distinct from that in Germany and Britain.12 Thus a sense emerged
among Russian legal scholars and officials that there existed a specifically Russian
understanding of international law, a view they widely proselytized in publicistic and scholarly
works.
Existing scholarly literature on international law recognizes Russia’s curiously prominent
role. Geoffrey Best, author of one definitive study, literally scratches his head: Russian policy is
so curious that it is an “intriguing problem.” Martens himself, Best finds, “is a bit of an
oddity.”13 As a rule, existing treatments dismiss Russia’s interest in international law as
insincere and ephemeral, motivated either by fiscal and military considerations or the personality
of the autocrat.
Such works generally argue that Russia acted to limit armaments and establish a system
of international arbitration either 1) to relieve the Russian treasury from having to fund an arms
race it could not afford; or 2) as a commitment resulting from the foibles of a crackpot Nicholas
II. Within the literature on imperial Russia, there are several excellent treatments of the Russian
legal tradition, but they neglect international law and generally have a different focus: the law
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and its relationship to liberalism.14 Russian treatments of this topic, for their part, tend to be
congratulatory and hagiographic.15
To be sure, financial considerations played a role in Russia’s commitment, especially
regarding the Russian government’s proposals for arms reduction to the 1899 Hague
Conference.16 But Russia derived no obvious financial gain from its three-decade long campaign
(1874-1907) to bring about a code of the laws and customs of land warfare. It is equally true that
Nicholas II felt a personal commitment to ideals of peace. But the Russian empire’s activity in
the sphere of international law dated from the reign of Alexander II (ruled 1855-1881) and
continued unabated through to Nicholas II. By the time Nicholas II came to the throne in 1894, a
vibrant community of scholars of international law had already developed in Imperial Russia,
proud of its traditions and institutionally ensconced in the leading universities and the imperial
government’s ministries, especially within the Foreign Ministry.
The government was not alone in championing international law in Imperial Russia. It
came also to occupy an important place among Russian educated society, for whom the pursuit
of international law addressed important professional and domestic agendas. International law
allowed certain sectors of Russian educated society, on the one hand, to uphold and promote the
principle of law within an autocratic political order.17 In an obituary of Martens, his most
beloved student—Boris Nol’de—concluded that Martens’ most significant achievement was his
activity as “an energetic and authoritative exponent of the idea of law in our foreign relations.”18
At the same time, however, it allowed them to stake a claim—despite Russia’s
autocracy—to Russia’s preeminence in a field reserved explicitly for “civilized nations.” As
Martens proclaimed in 1879, “We have the entire right to assert that whatever state brings the
cause of the [1874] Brussels Conference . . . will claim first place among those states which
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understand the true goals of modern civilization and which respect the lawful aspirations of
civilized peoples.”19 Martens’ book argued that, by virtue of its actions in the Russo-Turkish
War (see below), Russia had in fact earned the right to claim “first place” among civilized states.
International law thus became a way for one sector of Russian educated society to
negotiate its relationship with “the West,” providing a fulcrum for arguing within Russia for a
political order more like Europe’s, while proudly affirming Russia’s unambiguous role as a
leading civilized nation to those Europeans who might doubt it.

II. Fedor Martens
Martens, chair of international law at St. Petersburg University and advisor to the
Imperial Ministry of Foreign Affairs, was one of the foremost figures in the development of
international law in this period. He was active from 1870 until his death in 1909. He was born
in Parnu, Lifland (what is now Estonia) to Baltic German parents. After both parents died in a
cholera epidemic when he was nine, he was raised in the orphans’ home of the Peter and Paul
Lutheran Church in St. Petersburg. He blamed his lack of high aristocratic birth for his failure to
secure a permanent post in the Foreign Ministry. With the end of the Russia’s reformist era with
the death of Alexander II in 1881, Martens felt his efforts were increasingly unappreciated by the
Russian government.20 For excellence in his studies, he received a scholarship to the St. Paul
German school in St. Petersburg. He attended St. Petersburg University, where he again excelled
in his studies. Upon graduation, he entered the Russian Foreign Ministry.
In addition to representing the imperial government on the world stage, he also held the
chair of international law at his alma mater, St. Petersburg University. His two-volume
Sovremennoe mezhdunarodnoe pravo tsivilizovannykh gosudarstv (Contemporary International
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Law of Civilized Nations), published in 1882-83, went through five Russian editions and was
translated into German, French, Spanish, Serbian, Japanese, as well as Chinese and Persian. It
was one of two texts on international law recommended to applicants in preparing for the
diplomatic examination for the Russian Foreign Ministry.21
Holding the chair of international law at Russia’s premier university, Martens trained
several generations of Russian specialists in international law. Among the most prominent were
Baron Boris Nol’de and Andrei Mandel’shtam [André Mandelstam]. Martens considered Nol’de
his brightest protégé.22 Like Martens, Nol’de was of Baltic German background; unlike Martens,
he boasted a high aristocratic background. Upon graduation from St. Petersburg University,
Nol’de was immediately attached to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, where—again, unlike
Martens—his high birth facilitated rapid advancement. In 1907 Martens took Nol’de as his aide
to the Second Hague Conference.23 Due in part to his close relations with Sergei Sazonov, the
Russian Foreign Minister, Nol’de came to play a very influential role in the First World War, in
his post as director of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs legal advisory department. In that capacity
he shaped policy both as the interpreter of international law during wartime and as an important
advisor on Russia’s conduct in occupied territories.
Andrei Mandel’shtam, another protégé of Martens, was Russia’s leading specialist on
Ottoman affairs from the turn of the twentieth century through 1917.24 He was a major force
behind the abortive 1914 reform agreement for Ottoman Armenia.25 In emigration after the 1917
Revolution, both Nol’de and Mandel’stam played important roles in elaborating the relationship
between international law and the status of refugees and especially insisted on the applicability
of the category “crimes against humanity” in relation to the Armenian genocide.26
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In 1899, Martens was one of the three primary Russian delegates to the Hague
Conference. There he chaired the second sub-commission of the Conference, charged with
issuing a code of the laws of land warfare—for which the Commission took as its groundwork
the 1874 draft code. (Martens viewed the Hague Conference as legitimizing his cherished
“child,” the 1874 draft code.)27 Martens is in fact credited with saving the First Hague
Convention from the fate of its predecessor by drafting a statement on international law that
proved acceptable to all participants.
This “Martens Declaration,” incorporated as a preamble to the 1899 Hague Conference’s
“Regulations Concerning the Laws and Customs of War on Land,” held that combatants and
even civilians enjoyed protection of international law even in circumstances not spelled out
explicitly in treaty or positive law. “Populations and belligerents,” the declaration holds,
“remain under the protection and empire of the principles of international law, as they result
from the usages established between civilized nations, from the laws of humanity, and the
requirements of the public conscience.”28
The foundations of this declaration reflected the changing fulcrum of legitimacy, and
conformed fully to Martens’ own views, as expressed earlier in his 1882-1883 textbook. In fact,
however, Martens was not the initiator of the preamble; it was proposed initially by the Belgian
delegation, which requested that Martens proclaim it in order to bridge differences within the
sub-commission. Ironically, Martens considered his achievement at the conference to have been
passing the convention on land warfare—and viewed the declaration’s significance largely as a
means to that end.29 Regardless, this formulation—bearing Martens’ name and identified with
his activity—has been reproduced in most subsequent twentieth-century declarations and
conventions on international law.
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III. The 1874 Brussels Conference
Martens was only a young man when he laid the groundwork for his “legitimate child,”
the 1874 code on land warfare. Martens frequently overstated his own role in international
affairs—following the Second Hague Conference, he was crushed when he failed to receive his
anticipated Nobel Peace Prize.30 But about the Brussels Conference he was not wrong. Its draft
code served as the foundation for the conventions approved at the 1899 and 1907 Hague
Conferences. Beginning in 1872, when he was merely a 28-year old minor official, Martens won
over both his superiors in the Foreign Ministry as well as the reformist War Minister, Dmitrii
Miliutin, with his program for a conference devoted to establishing a code of land warfare.31
Two events inspired Martens’ proposal. First, he was emboldened to appeal to the
influential War Minister because of Miliutin’s role in the 1868 St. Petersburg Declaration. This
was the first formal convention banning a new form of weapon. 32 Of equal significance was the
justification for the ban on such weapons: “the laws of humanity.” 33 Martens explicitly invoked
this principle in proposing a formal code on land warfare to Miliutin.34 It was the experience of
the Franco-Prussian War, in which two “civilized states” engaged in mutual recriminations
regarding violations of the customs of war that served as the immediate impetus for Martens’
proposal in 1872. On a study tour throughout Europe, he found himself near the French border
in 1870-1871, where he “collected all possible material which characterized the conduct of both
combatants.”35
Why did two indisputably “civilized” states in 1870-71 repeatedly violate the customs of
war? Martens did not believe such conduct cast doubt on existence of laws of war—or of
progress in general. Charges of violations of the law of war in this conflict resulted, in his view,
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not from intent, but in large part from disagreements in interpretation that became polemically
heated in the course of the war—hence the necessity to codify conduct during peacetime.
Martens believed that the other major cause for violations of the laws of war among
civilized nations was the soldiers’ simple lack of familiarity with the laws and customs of war. It
was precisely during this period that Europe witnessed the near-universal shift from professional
armies to armies of short-term civilian conscripts, who had little extended familiarity with
military customs. The Russian program at the 1874 Conference—predicated entirely on the
views of the young Martens—was to produce a general code of the laws and customs of war
which states were already observing. That is, it meant to codify, not prescribe conduct. The end
goal of the 1874 Conference, as the Russians saw it, was for each state on its own to produce a
military manual, incorporating the general rules of the 1874 Convention, for their respective
militaries.36
To demonstrate the feasibility of such a code, Martens explicitly invoked Francis
Lieber’s 1863 code for the Union Army during the U.S. Civil War and employed it as a blueprint
for his own draft.37 This draft was submitted for approval to Alexander II; a committee headed
by Miliutin, for the War Ministry, and Baron Jomini, for the Foreign Ministry, used the draft as
the foundation for the official Russian draft code for the 1874 Brussels Conference.38
The Russian delegation was led by Baron Jomini (for the Foreign Ministry) and General
Leer (for the War Ministry). Martens initially was not part of the Russian delegation—he was
added later, to counter the demonstrated utility of Caspar Bluntschli to the German delegation.39
In his instructions to Leer, Dmitrii Miliutin indicated that the most difficult issue at the
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conference was likely to be the question “to whom does the right of combatant belong, in the
case when a war is one of peoples [narodnaia voina],40 when the population, or a portion of it,
has taken up arms”?41
He was entirely right. The issue of the rights and duties of both the occupied and the
occupier, and specifically the question of whether an insurgent population in occupied territory
should be considered lawful combatants, was indeed the apple of discord at the conference.
Russia’s draft code initially placed many obligations on the occupied population, with few
formal limits on the occupier. Under the pressure of Belgium and Holland, however, the
declaration which emerged from the Brussels gathering placed greater emphasis on the rights of
the occupied and more obligations on the occupying power.
In particular, the 1874 declaration recognized the population of an occupied region that
rose en masse as lawful combatants. Germany—very much viewing the question through the
lens of the 1870-71 Franco-Prussian War—could not make peace with this and certain other
provisions.42 Russia, however, moved to the position of Holland and Belgium.43 Among other
arguments, the Russian delegation pointed out that Russia’s own liberation from Napoleon in
1812 had employed partisan formations of armed serfs, led by officers.44
At the conference and in secret negotiations afterwards, Germany insisted that lawful
combatants should be considered only those wearing uniforms by the eighth day after the start of
hostilities, and in direct subordination to a supreme commander-in-chief—two criteria that would
have made francs-tireurs unlawful combatants.45 Moreover, several German scholars and
generals argued that it was impossible both to conduct a war successfully and observe the laws
of war. Such thinkers argued that military necessity in such cases took absolute precedence over
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any considerations for the law and customs of war. As a result of these differences, the
conference issued a declaration, but was unable to formally ratify a convention.

IV. The Russo-Turkish War, 1877-1878
Martens believed that it was possible to wage war successfully while observing the laws
of war. Even in the Thirty Years’ War, he argued, it had been possible to observe rudimentary
norms and to win. He pointed to the precedent of Gustavus Adolphus, “the most dangerous
enemy of Catholic obscurantism,” who alone in the Thirty Years’ War “reminded his forces
about humanitarian conduct and respect for the life and honor of the unfortunate enemy
civilians.”46 Obviously, Martens’ Lutheran upbringing is much in evidence in his lionization of
Gustavus.
But what of modern war? Martens—and the Russian government—soon had an
opportunity to demonstrate that one could wage war successfully while observing the norms
discussed at the Brussels Conference. The Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78 was, among other
things, an attempt by the Russian government to demonstrate the feasibility of the principles set
forth in the unratified Brussels Declaration.
Unfortunately for the Ottoman Empire, attempts to codify the proper conduct of war
came precisely at the time that it increasingly formalized its reliance on irregular formations
(Circassians and “Bashi-Bazouks” in 1876-1878; later, after 1894, the Hamidiye formations and
Kurdish detachments). Irregular forces, in the eyes of the Ottoman government, were better than
no forces at all. But farming out the monopoly of state violence to irregular forces came with
two significant disadvantages. First, such forces did not observe many of the customs of warfare
between legal combatants, traditionally recognized by regular military formations. Second, the
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increased employment of such units came at precisely the moment that the law of war—
prompted to a great degree by disputes over the status of francs-tireurs in the Franco-Prussian
War—was seeking to draw rigorous boundaries between legal belligerents and non-combatants.
The widespread discussions of the “laws of war” during the Franco-Prussian War and then again
in 1874 made charges of “violations,” “atrocities,” and “deviations from civilized norms”
concrete in a new way.
For the Russian government, as well as for many in Russian educated society, the RussoTurkish War of 1877-78 marked a watershed in the observance of international law. Upon the
war’s outbreak, the Imperial Senate issued a decree that set out the conventions Russia
committed itself to observing. Russia promised to uphold the 1864 Geneva Convention. In
doing so, Russia became the first European state to formally recognize the Red Crescent as an
analogue to the Red Cross.47
The Russian government further committed itself, in the final point of the Senate decree,
to observe the general principles of the 1874 Brussels Conference’s “Proposed Laws for Land
Warfare.” This Senate decree made observance of the 1874 declaration henceforth a formal
precedent for the Russian military.48 Russia proclaimed that it would observe the parameters of
the Brussels Convention even though the declaration had not been ratified as a formal convention
and its precepts were therefore not binding.49 Moreover, it would extend the observance of the
laws of war—usually reserved for “civilized states”—to a state that many did not consider to be
“civilized.”
Indeed, one reason for the war was outrage over the widespread atrocities (the “Bulgarian
horrors”) committed by the Ottoman government. Russia’s commitment to these guidelines,
then, was not predicated on the principle of reciprocity. Rather, the war in 1877-78 provided an
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opportunity for Russia to demonstrate that a state could both win a war and simultaneously
observe the newly-codified laws of war. Motivated by Martens’ progressive and reformist belief
that soldiers simply had to be acquainted with the laws and customs of war, the Russian military
published its own guidebook for its soldiers, in question and answer form, on the laws and
customs of war.
This catechism on international law drew heavily on the Brussels Conference proposals.
With the explicit approval of War Minister Miliutin, the guide first appeared in Voennyi sbornik,
the War Ministry’s official organ, and then also as a separate handbook.50 (It did so again at the
outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War, in 1904.)51 To familiarize its soldiers also with the Geneva
Convention, on the eve of the Russo-Turkish War the Russian government solicited Carl Lueder,
author of Die Genfer Convention, to compose a short guide on the Convention for distribution to
the Russian troops.52
While Britain contested Russian claims for civilized conduct in this war,53 the Institute
for International Law issued a finding in September 1877 that praised Russian observance of the
laws and customs of war and condemned Ottoman violations, especially that government’s
failure to issue any guidelines to its troops regarding the laws and customs of war.54 Russian
officials and publicists believed that their army in 1877-1878 had set a new standard for
observing the laws of war. Russian writers, Martens first and foremost, proudly pointed to the
Russian Army’s treatment of Ottoman prisoners,55 its policy of paying for supplies (usually in
cash, rather than in credit), and overall observance of the laws of war.
In his 1879 book The Eastern War and the Brussels Convention—dedicated to the
“glorious Russian Army”—Martens emphasized the Russian Army’s generally good conduct in
terms of requisitioning and payment. In fact, the problem of requisitioning was significantly
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eased by the fact that a large portion of the Muslim population had fled its lands. The harvest on
lands abandoned by Muslims became a reservoir upon which Russian officials could draw to
supply both their forces as well as the influx of Bulgarian refugees from beyond the Balkan
mountain chain. In his general textbook on international law, Martens proudly contrasted
Russian conduct in occupied Turkey in 1877-78 with Prussian conduct in occupied France in
1870-71.56
One major area for the application of international law of war in this conflict was the law
of belligerent occupation.57 Prior to 1874, the Russian military had no formal guidelines for
occupation. The 1874 Brussels Conference provided the impetus to formalize the instructions
for the aims and conduct of the Russian Army during occupation.58 When the Russian Army
then did go to war in 1877, it endorsed almost entirely the principles found in the 1874 Brussels
Declaration, including those on occupation. Indeed, certain foreign critics viewed the Russian
occupation administration as an extension of new understandings in the field of international law
which had been championed by Russia in the 1874 Conference.59
The Russian government committed itself almost entirely to the Brussels principles
regarding occupation. The 1877-78 war also saw the crystallization of an important aspect of
Russian thinking on international law and in Russian political culture more generally. In
Bulgaria from 1877 to 1879, Russian authorities departed from one of the general understandings
of the law of occupation by changing the existing administrative and legal structures. Laws of
occupation held that existing law and custom should be retained insofar as possible. Russia’s
policy of reform in Bulgaria was predicated, Russian authorities claimed, on the nature of the
war: rather than Russian aggrandizement, its goal was rather “the liberation” of the Bulgarians.
Indeed, Alexander II’s proclamation to the Bulgarians declared Russia’s aims to be the
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establishment of “those sacred rights, without which the peaceful and proper development of
your civic life is inconceivable.” The tsarist occupation regime in Bulgaria sought to implant
“independent national administration in Bulgaria, founded on the principles of self-government
and satisfying the spirit and needs of the people summoned to their new life.”60
One way of understanding the Russian government’s project in Bulgaria, is as a
laboratory for realizing the civic reforms that Alexander II and his progressive bureaucrats had
been pursuing in Russia, but which had become stymied at home by 1877.61 Such an agenda is
suggested by the personnel charged with overseeing the administration of Bulgaria. At Dmitrii
Miliutin’s suggestion, Alexander II established a new post for the active army: a head of civil
affairs [zaveduiushchii grazhdanskimi delami], existing under the commander in chief. This post
was intended only for the Balkans; its powers did not extend to the Caucasus theatre. The man
placed in charge of the new civil affairs administration was Prince Vladimir Cherkasskii. A
close friend of several leading liberal Slavophiles, he had played an important role in drafting the
1861 Emancipation decree which abolished serfdom in Russia.62 In that capacity, he worked
alongside Nikolai Miliutin—the beloved brother of War Minister Dmitrii Miliutin—and Iurii
Samarin. Cherkasskii then served as one of Nikolai Miliutin’s major partners in implementing
the 1864 peasant reform in Poland, which benefited peasants at the expense of the Polish nobility
[szlachta] and which was pointedly proclaimed on the same day as the 1861 emancipation of the
Russian serfs: February 19. Until Nikolai Miliutin’s retirement for reasons of health,
Cherkasskii served as head of the commission for internal and spiritual affairs in Poland.
There was a historical precedent of reform activity carrying over from abroad to the
domestic front: the activity of Pavel Dmitrievich Kiselev, who oversaw reforms in the Romanian
principalities in 1828-1829, had then drawn up a series of reforms for state peasants in the
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Russian Empire.63 (Kiselev, coincidentally, was the uncle of Dmitrii and Nikolai Miliutin.)
Kiselev’s 1828-1829 organic statutes for the Danubian principalities in fact served as guidelines
for Russian reforms in Bulgaria in 1878-1879.64 Only by taking seriously this reform agenda can
one understand the prescriptive nature of Russian administrative pronouncements for occupied
Bulgaria in 1877-1878, which invoked “civil administration” and “civic life” far more often than
Orthodoxy or Pan-Slavism.
In 1876 Cherkasskii wrote a personal appeal to Dmitrii Miliutin, brother of his deceased
former colleague, asking the war minister to find some use for his talents in the upcoming
struggle. The Russian government immediately appointed Cherkasskii head of the Russian Red
Cross for the duration of the war. Miliutin, in consultation with Alexander II, then also tapped
Cherkasskii to head the newly-conceived post of head of civil affairs for the active army.65
Cherkasskii was selected in part to build bridges to educated society [obshchestvo], especially in
Moscow, which had become increasingly critical of the government. Cherkasskii for a time
(1869-1871) had served as elected mayor [gorodskoi golova] of Moscow and was close to Ivan
Aksakov and other leading members of the Slavic Benevolent Societies.66
But it was also hoped that he could accomplish for Bulgaria what he, Iurii Samarin, and
Nikolai Miliutin had accomplished in Poland with the 1864 peasant and land reforms. From the
vantage point of 1876, the reforms in Poland appeared to have succeeded. In discussing his
appointment, Alexander II explicitly charged Cherkasskii “to act in Bulgaria exactly as he had
[acted] in the Polish kingdom.”67
Cherkasskii certainly conceived of his task in these terms. In a letter to Miliutin
accepting the post, he expressed regret that Iurii Samarin, with whom Cherkasskii had
collaborated on both the 1861 emancipation and 1864 Polish reforms, was no longer alive to
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work alongside him in this new task.68 Nicholas Miliutin, his other compatriot, had passed away
in 1872. Cherkasskii himself would die at his post, literally on the day of the San Stefano
Treaty, February 19, 1878—the anniversary of the promulgation of both the1861 and 1864
reform decrees. Cherkasskii’s aide was another compatriot from the era of Polish reforms—
Dmitrii Gavrilovich Anuchin, a career military man who specialized in introducing reforms to
the peripheries of the Russian Empire.69
Members of educated society viewed Cherkasskii’s task in Bulgaria as an extension of
his earlier reform activities in Poland.70 The Russian government attempted—if
unsuccessfully—to establish a civic order, one that ideally would incorporate both Christians and
Muslims, so long as they all agreed to accept Bulgarian citizenship.71 Both the Russian-brokered
Treaty of San Stefano and the later Treaty of Berlin guaranteed the property rights of Muslims,
even those who had fled from areas that now passed under Bulgarian control. In general, the
Russian Civil Administration dealt with such questions “with dexterity and sensitivity.”72
Yet if his reputation as a reformer was responsible for Cherkasskii’s appointment, it also
stymied his abilities to carry out his role. While War Minister Dmitrii Miliutin was a great
supporter, nearly all the rest of official Petersburg viewed him with suspicion—as a
representative of Moscow’s obshchestvennost’ [educated—and critical—society], as a reformer,
and as someone who allegedly held radical views. The Ministry of Foreign Affairs was also
wary of him and his new post, fearing (rightly) that he and Miliutin were seeking to limit the role
of the Foreign Ministry’s diplomatic chancellery, also attached to the Commander in Chief.
While Miliutin and Alexander II secured his appointment, Cherkasskii was to serve under
the commander in chief, Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich, Emperor Alexander II’s younger
brother. Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich and other members of the military were cool to the
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idea of the new post of head of civilian affairs, preferring that the army oversee occupation
issues. They deliberately tried to keep Cherkasskii at a distance and ignore him insofar as
possible. Moreover, Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich’s chief of staff, General Artur Adamovich
Pokoichitskii, was a major Polish magnate who resented Cherkasskii’s role in the 1864
reforms.73 However well-disposed War Minister Miliutin was, only the commander in chief,
Grand Duke Nikolai Nikolaevich, could provide the troops necessary to oversee order behind the
lines. And such troops were not forthcoming in the first months.74
To justify its actions in Bulgaria, Russia claimed on narrow legal grounds that laws of
occupation—and hence limits on reordering civic life in occupied territories—did not apply to
regions that an occupier never intended to return to the power that had previously controlled it.
In the Franco-Prussian War, German forces had established different occupation regimes in
Alsace-Lorraine than for the rest of France on precisely these grounds. For analogous reasons,
Cherkasskii had authority over the Balkans, but his powers did not extend to the Caucasus
theatre.
More broadly, Russian officials asserted that the region was in a state of anarchy under
Turkish rule and lacked any properly constituted civic organs. There simply was no proper civic
rule to which to return it. Most grandiosely, however, Russian officials claimed that the
liberationist goal of the war not only permitted, but obligated Russian forces to grant the
Bulgarians proper administrative institutions. This despite the fact that Martens himself
conceded that the Russian government knew more about Ceylon than it did about the existing
administration of Bulgaria and wishes of its inhabitants.75
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For Balkan Muslims, however, the actual experience of the war and occupation little
resembled Russia’s reformist plans. There was a massive out-migration of Muslims from
Bulgaria. One scholar has estimated that in three years, from 1877 to 1879, seventeen percent of
the Muslim population of Bulgaria perished and another 34 percent became permanent
refugees.76 British diplomats in 1877-78 conveyed the Porte’s view that Russian authorities
aimed at expelling the entire Muslim population from the occupied territories.77 At times British
officials themselves expressed the view that Russian forces sought “to drive the Turkish race out
of the provinces they have occupied, and to replace it by the Slav.”78 There were on firmer
ground in arguing that Russian units either helped foment atrocities by Bulgarians or stood by
passively when they occurred. Here the Russians, particularly in regard to Cossack formations,
faced a situation somewhat analogous to that confronting the Ottoman state.
However, the Russian command retained greater control over its forces and it did seek to
establish official parameters of conduct. Cossack units were certainly prominent in pillaging, but
they were Russian regular formations, unlike Bashi-Bazooks or Circassians. The British charged
that “Russian Generals have issued no Proclamation promising protection to the lives, property,
and honour of Mahommedans, and this has been added to the panic. Porte was convinced that
this is done purposely in order to drive out the whole Mussulman population from the two
invaded provinces.”79 In short, the charge was that the Russians were deviating from the newly
codified expectations for the conduct of war. However, Russian guidelines for the
administration of these territories from the very first—in documents drafted even before the war
began—had called for freedom of conscience for non-Orthodox faiths, expressly including
Muslims, “from the expressions of local fanaticism.”80
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As it advanced, the Russian command issued repeated commands and published
guidebooks enunciating these principles.81 In his guidelines to local administrators of occupied
territories, issued in July 1877, Cherkasskii instructed that among the officials’ main duties was
“to preserve calm and order among the population in the army’s rear; in forestalling and
preventing any possible hostilities that may arise among the inhabitants of various nationalities;
in the protection of the freedom of religion of all faiths, including the Muslim faith.”82 The
Muslim exodus from this region was triggered mostly by terrorization by Bulgarian militias and
armed bands, at times with the connivance or acquiescence of Russian forces; by fear of the
future political order; and, by discriminatory policies by the Bulgarian state after the Russian
Civilian Administration had left.83
Individual Russian units often stood by or were in collusion with Bulgarian violence.84
Russian commanders, however, expressed disgust at Bulgarian attempts to loot and slaughter
Turks.85 The British consul in Varna reported in August 1878:
With regards to the refugees it appears that they are meeting with less difficulties
from the Russians, who evidently see that the obstacles they encounter retard the
evacuation [of the forts] they are so desirous to have quickly terminated . . . We
hear rather less of outrages in the villages; every now and then, however, one is
reported. This shows, I think, that the Russians, if willing, can suppress these
disorders. They have sent out troops for this purpose, evidently seeing that the
evacuation is retarded thereby.86
British diplomats conceded that once the armistice had gone into effect, Russian forces
secured order and property in Adrianople (Edirne) and complaints against the behavior of
Russian troops in the rural districts ceased. However, they argued “the conduct of Bulgarians
and Greeks towards the Mussulman villagers, instead of improving . . . is growing worse.”87
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In fact, in the months after the cessation of hostilities, Russian officials in Adrionopol
(Edirne) cared for over 45,000 Muslim refugees, distributing 130,000 bushels of wheat, corn and
rye to the refugees. By the middle of 1878 Russian officials in Adrionopol (Edirne) began to
dispatch groups of Muslim refugees, by rail, back to their original homes. Nearly 20,000 silver
rubles were expended on rail transport for the refugees. By autumn 1878 Russian officials
organized the departure of over 19,000 of the original 37,000 refugees. However, several
thousand returned to Adrionopol, finding conditions there preferable to what they found at
home.88 In Tul’chinsk sanjak, where officials had received no direct instructions from their
superiors, they “had decided to allow the Muslim refugees to return.”89 Thus, rather than seeking
to ethnically cleanse the new Bulgaria, Russian forces actively sought to return Muslim
inhabitants to these regions.
There was, however, one glaring exception. The Ottoman government had settled in
Bulgaria a large portion of the Cherkess tribesmen after they had been expelled from Russia in
the 1860s.90 In 1875-1878 they had been conspicuous in the marauding and atrocities against the
civilian population (Muslims as well as Christians). When Russian officials drew up their maps
prior to the war, they singled out the areas and even the villages inhabited by Cherkess
tribespeople. During the war such maps were of “great use” to both civilian affairs officials as
well to military commanders.91 Once the war was over Russian officials formally banned the
Cherkess from returning to their places of habitation in Bulgaria. Lists of returning Muslim
refugees were checked to ensure that among them there were no Cherkess, or individuals
accused of atrocities.92
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Such were the official decrees; but were they implemented? By and large, I believe they
were. Russian conduct in 1877-1878, in any case, was certainly far more civilized than in 19141917 (especially regarding Galicia).93 The Russian command issued orders restricting soldiers to
their bivouacs and threatening punishment for any looting.94 After the war ended, during the
period of occupation (1878-1879), Russian forces frequently came to the defense of Turkish
villagers and entire communities when they were attacked by Bulgarian or Greek crowds.95
During the occupation of Bulgaria, Russian officials sought to police their policies
through military courts. Russians even contended that these military courts introduced modern
legal principles to the archaic and religiously differentiated Ottoman codes.96 Given a preference
for “calm and order” as well as motivated by an amorphous civic reform agenda, Russian forces
tried fitfully to prevent terror and violence on the part of both Bulgarians and Turks. During the
war and afterward, Russian military courts in areas under military occupation tried Turkish
civilians for slaughtering Bulgarians and Greeks. During the war, some Russian units involved
in military operations meted out swift punishment to Muslims accused of committing atrocities.97
But Russian military courts, both during the war and during the occupation afterward,
equally prosecuted Greeks and Bulgarians for massacring and raping Turks.98 In November
1877, for instance, a Russian military court tried eighteen Bulgarians for the murder of thirty
Turkish males and rape of four Turkish girls and women in the village of Kal’bunara. The court
acquitted thirteen of the accused, but it convicted the five ringleaders, including the local
Bulgarian Orthodox priest, and sentenced them to fifteen to twenty year terms of exile and hard
labor in Siberia. The military appellate court rejected the petitions for amnesty from the
defendants, including that of the Orthodox priest.99 In August 1878 the Russian Emperor
ordered that Russian military courts should impose their sentences without regard for political
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factors, by which was meant favorable treatment of Bulgarians.100 After hostilities ceased
Russian courts ceased to have any jurisdiction over actions committed before the cessation of
hostilities; later, the 1879 Treaty of Constantinople, resolving several issues from the 1878
Berlin Treaty, amnestied all Turkish subjects found guilty by military courts.101
The Russo-Turkish War extended also to Asiatic Turkey, where the Russian Empire
gained the Kars and Batum regions. In Asiatic Turkey Russian officials declared, in accordance
with the laws of war, that civilians would remain unharmed and their property inviolable if they
offered no resistance. Unlike Bulgaria, which was slated for some form of independent or
autonomous existence, Russian forces operating in Anatolia retained existing laws and
administration.102 There was no equivalent of Cherkasskii’s administration there.
Nor did the Russian government seek to pursue ethnic consolidation in the Caucasus.
The Treaty of Constantinople (February 1879), clarifying certain points of the in 1878 Congress
of Berlin, permitted, over the course of three years, the emigration of those Muslims who wished
to leave areas newly-acquired by Russia.103 As a result, there was a voluntary resettlement to the
Ottoman Empire of nearly 140,000 Muslims from the territories newly acquired by the Russian
Empire, and the settlement of up to 25,000 Armenians from the Ottoman Empire to Russia.
Russian officials, however, strenuously tried to convince Armenians to remain in their places of
settlement rather than to emigrate to Russia.104
Russian conduct in 1877-78, then, was not a precursor to twentieth-century ethnic
cleansing.105 While ethnicity and religion clearly were factors in some decisions, Russian
officials as often as not thought in terms of social status or the goal of upholding law and
order.106 In Bulgaria, for instance, a major factor in Russian treatment of refugees, both
Bulgarian and Turkish, was not so much a desire for ethnic consolidation—this was not
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pursued—as a desire to avoid famine among refugees and the resultant disorder. Similar
considerations led Russian officials in 1878-1879 to lobby Armenians to remain in the Ottoman
Empire, rather than to emigrate to Russia.

Conclusion
Russia clearly continued to believe that the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-78 was both
fought for, and according to, higher principles. Martens wrote The Eastern War and the
Brussels Conference, 1874-1878 explicitly to demonstrate this point. It was equally obvious in
the 1888 monument built in Moscow by the Grenadiers, on the tenth anniversary of the war’s
end. This monument, located near the Polytechnical Museum, has a working chapel within it.
On its exterior there are four bronze friezes: one shows Bulgaria, represented as both a woman
and a suffering man, enslaved; a second shows a Russian conscript receiving the blessing of his
father as he goes off to war (the war was the first after the 1874 military reform had introduced
universal conscription in Russia); the third presents a standing Ottoman irregular—Bashi-Bazook
or Cherkess—abusing a prostrate Christian woman; and the final relief portrays a Russian soldier
magnanimously helping a defeated Ottoman regular soldier. This then was one of the causes for
which Russia fought in 1877-1878: for the “proper” conduct of war.
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